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Safety instructions – Please observe!
Please comply with the assembly, operation and maintenance instructions for installing and adjusting the rocker burner®!
In Switzerland, the guidelines issued by PROCAL and those of the Vereinigung Kantonaler Feuerversicherungen, VKF (Association of Canton Fire Insurances) must be observed, in particular the fire
safety guidelines "Thermal Heating Systems".
Please read this installation manual through carefully before starting installation. We cannot assume any liability or guarantee for damage caused by failure to comply with this installation manual!
Work which is not carried out properly can cause injury to persons or damage to property!
Work on the heating system

y Installation, Operation, maintenance and servicing work must
only be carried out by an authorised firm of heating contractors.

When working on burner and boiler y Switch off the heating system emergency switch and secure it to
prevent it being switched on again.
y Shut off the oil feed pipe and secure it to prevent it being opened unintentionally.
This symbol refers to instructions which must be heeded for your own safety and that of other people,
and to avoid damage to property.
This symbol refers to instructions which must be heeded for the rocket burner® to operate safely and
function correctly. It also draws attention to statutory regulations which need to be observed.
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RE 1H / RE 1HK 15 - 70 kW
1

1. Standards and regulations

Normen und Vorschriften

1.1

Standards and regulations

The following standards and regulations are to be observed
during installation and operation of the burner.
HeizAnlV
Heating system ordinance
FeuVo
Firing ordinance of the German federal states
1. BImSchV
First ordinance for implementation of the German Emission Protection Law
VDI 2035
Guidelines for preventing damage from corrosion and scale
formation in hot water heating installations
VDE
Regulations and special requirements issued by the energy utility companies
EN 303, Part 1 and Part 2
Heating boilers with forced draught burners
EN 60335, Part 1
Safety of household and similar electrical appliances

1.2

Exhaust system and effective heat demand

Boiler, burner and exhaust system (chimney) constitute an operating unit; account must be taken of low exhaust temperatures
when reducing the output.
For exhaust temperatures below 160°C, the system must be designed so as to avoid damage from condensation.
The uncondensed (humid) exhaust volume is an important indication of the size of the required exhaust installation and chimney.
It is advisable to install draught limiters (secondary air systems)
to achieve stable combustion values under varying conditions
and to reduce possible humidity in the chimney. These should
be installed in the chimney where possible, to avoid any noises
in the flue pipe.

1.3

Nozzle selection

Please note that trouble-free and low-pollution combustion can
only be achieved with nozzles which are rated to the burner.
The nozzles stated on page 20 are certified for rocket burner®
RE 1H / RE 1HK and should be used accordingly.

DIN 4705
Calculating the dimensions of chimneys
DIN 4751
Hot water heating installations – safety requirements
DIN 4755
Oil firing installations – construction, execution, safety requirements
DIN EN 267
Automatic forced draught burners for liquid fuels – definitions,
requirements, construction and testing
DIN 51603, Part 1
Fuel oils extra light
DIN 57116
Electrical equipment of firing installations

Fig. 1:

Rocket burner ® RE 1H / RE 1HK

LRV 92
Clean Air Act Switzerland
VKF
Association of Canton Fire Insurances, Switzerland
PROCAL
Switzerland
Please comply with the valid regional building code.
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RE 1H / RE 1HK 15 - 70 kW

Allgemeines

2.1

The flame makes the difference

The rocket burner® from MHG has been on the market since
1977, using technology derived from aviation and aerospace
engineering; with its blue flame it has launched a new age in
heating technology.
Its perfectly functioning system of converting oil into gas was
the very first of its kind to provide absolutely soot-free, total
combustion (see following fig.)

2.2

Energy savings

The most important prerequisite for an energy-saving heating
system has already been fulfilled by using the rocket burner®.
In addition, DIN 4755 also recommends regular control and inspection of the heating system by a qualified engineer.
Controls of the exhaust temperature and burner running periods also provide the final consumer with information regarding
the combustion quality and oil consumption levels.

• Exhaust temperature
The exhaust temperature is measured using a thermometer
from your specialist dealer.
The chimney sweep control bore hole in the flue pipe can be
used as measuring site. An increase of more than 30°C in the
exhaust temperature indicates that the boiler is starting to form
a coat, which results in uneconomical operation of the heating
system. The burner setting should be checked and the boiler
cleaned as required.
When comparing measurements, ensure that the burner has
been operating for the same length of time before the measurement is made.

Fig. 2:

Combustion procedure RE 1H / RE 1HK

With the RE 1H / RE 1HK, MHG Heiztechnik presents the sum of
its experience gathered throughout 20 years of development in
blue burner technology.

• Operating hours counter
An operating hours counter can be used to check the oil consumption rate by registering the opening time of the solenoid
valve. It is connected up to terminal B4 of the connector (see
wiring diagram in chapter 7.7).
When comparing the oil consumption rates, please note that
the measurement results are affected by fluctuations in outside
temperature from one year to the next.

• Flue gas shut-off valve
Flue gas shut-off valves are used in some cases to prevent the
boiler from cooling down too far during standstill periods.
However, when the valve closes completely, the interrupted air
current causes condensation in the boiler and chimney and a
reflux from hot boiler components to the nozzle (risk of coking).
A draught limiter flap or secondary air system can be installed
to ensure adequate venting of the chimney and at the same
time prevents the boiler from cooling down too much.

Fig. 3:
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2.3

Specification text

Single-stage circuit with pre-heating and pre-venting, certified
for intermittent operation at cast iron/steel boilers.
The burner consists of:
- Spiral housing (diecast light metal)
- Burner pipe (high-temperature resistant special steel)
- Combustion system with thermodynamic mixture preparation (with noise control)
- Housing cover with function parts
- Electric motor with operating capacitor
- Oil pump with fitted solenoid, direct coupling
- Automatic oil firing unit with diagnosis function for intermittent operation as per DIN EN 230;
as per DIN 4794/2 for WLE version (surcharge)
- Flame monitoring
- Ignition transformer, interference < N
- Ignition electrodes (plug-in ignition cable)
- Nozzle fitting with pressure spring
- Oil pre-heater with release thermostat
- Cover hood
- Connector to DIN 4791
- Oil hoses with union nut 3/8"/ 1.200 mm
- Mounting flange as per DIN EN 226
- Burner gasket and connection screws
- Quick-acting closure and service bracket for easier maintenance

Fig. 5:

The burner is heat tested.
Guaranteed combustion quality certified with measuring report
and environment card.

Fig. 4:
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RE 1H / RE 1HK 15 - 70 kW

Montage

3.1

Dimensions

The following dimensions must be met when fitting rocket burner® RE 1H / RE 1HK to a boiler (see Fig. 6).

-

Hole circle ∅ 150±1.5 mm

-

Boiler door bore ∅ min 110 mm

Fig. 6:

3.2

Fig. 7:

Fitting the burner to the boiler I

Fig. 8:

Fitting the burner to the boiler II

Boiler mounting as per DIN EN 226

Mounting tools and tasks

Wrench
wrench size 13
- > Fitting the boiler flange to the boiler (see Fig. 7 – Fig. 9)
- > Fixing the burner to the boiler
Wrench
wrench size 19
- > Connecting the oil hoses
Socket allen key
wrench size 5
- > Adjusting to combustion chamber depth (dimension L, see
Fig. 11)
Factory setting L = 30 mm
Socket allen key
wrench size 4
- > Removing the burner hood
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Fig. 9:

3.3

Fig. 10:

Boiler door lining with cone-shaped hole

Fig. 11:

Recirculation RE 1H / RE 1HK

Fitting the burner to the boiler III

Recirculation

When fitting the burner, ensure that the recirculation ports of
the burner pipe (see Fig. 10 and Fig. 11) are not obstructed by
the door lining.
Dimension L can be changed to move the recirculation ports
away from the door lining.
If necessary, cut a cone-shaped hole in the lining (see following
fig.).
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RE 1H / RE 1HK 15 - 70 kW
3.5

System check

Proper installation by a qualified company includes:
9 Correct routing of the oil pipes including filters, leak check
and topping up with oil.
9 Compliance with the corresponding regulations of the Water Resources Management Law regarding routing oil piping
and anti-lift effect.
9 Completing the electrical connections according to DIN VDE
specifications and the regulations issued by the utility company. Flexible lead for connecting the burner.
9 The oil is to be stored and the oil pipes routed in such a way
that the oil temperature on reaching the burner is at least
+5°C.
9 A direct intake of cold outside air is to be avoided.
Fig. 12:

Recirculation and burner pipe flange RE 1H / RE 1HK factory
setting L = 30 mm

In "hot combustion chambers" and very short combustion
chambers, the burner should be pulled out of the combustion
chamber. Ensure that the recirculation ports remain open (see
Fig. 11). Given the very high temperatures in these boilers, excessive temperature load should be avoided for the support
pipe. Otherwise this can result in problems such as cracked oil
nozzles, oil deposits in the entire burner including intake box,
clogged QRCs, burnt ignition cable, etc.
In boilers with large combustion chambers, the burner should
be pushed further into the boiler to increase the temperature of
the recirculating flue gas. Otherwise, in some cases cold soot
may settle on the mixing system. In the case of conventional
cast iron boilers, the setting of the burner pipe flange can be
left unchanged.

3.4

Installation instructions

The oil hoses and connection lead must be fitted with strain relief and so that the burner can be easily placed in the service
bracket.
The oil firing system is vented during initial Operation via the
pressure gauge connection of the pump.
Any leaks in the oil supply system can cause combustion problems and "dripping" of the burner.
Change the oil filter insert when replacing the burner.
Do not confuse phase and Mp! Check that the ground
wire is properly connected!

3.6

Instructions for using the burner

Rocket burners® RE 1H / RE 1HK are basically suitable for use in
commercially available heating boilers (intermittent operation)
for heating residential buildings and for service water. Product
development and the test procedures have been geared to the
operating conditions of these systems.
The areas of application listed below make particular
requirements with special operating conditions for
the burner, so that MHG Heiztechnik reserves the right to issue explicit approval in these cases:
y
y
y
y
y

dark radiators
baking ovens
annealing furnaces
drying chambers
industrial applications

MHG Heiztechnik should also be consulted for installations
with above average firing chamber or temperature loads.
In the case of rooms where the air must be expected
to be contaminated by halogenated hydrocarbons,
e.g. hairdressers, printers, chemical dry cleaners, laboratories, etc. the burners must only be operated if suitable
measures are taken to ensure that there is an adequate supply of uncontaminated combustion air.
Always consult MHG Heiztechnik if in any doubt.
The burners must not be operated in rooms with high
dust levels or high humidity (e.g. laundries). The heating room must be protected from frost and well aired.
Failure to comply with these instructions renders the warranty null and void for any damage resulting from one of
these causes.
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4

Operation

4.1

Operation and adjusting

Every burner has been pre-set and heat tested in the factory.
The basic settings are to be adjusted according to the table.
Please note the following when making the adjustments:
It is important for the initial Operation and basic settings to
be carried out by qualified engineers of a specialist trade
contracting company to ensure durable high-quality combustion and operating safety.
The oil pre-heater is switched on at the main switch (yellow LED
lights up, see Fig. 13). The burner start procedure is initiated on
reaching the required oil temperature.
The automatic oil firing unit now automatically starts up with
ignition, oil release (green LED lights up, se Fig. 13), flame formation and monitoring.

CO2 < 14%, CO < 40 mg/kWh
Oil pressure can be increased
CO2 > 14%
Oil pressure must be reduced
The CO2 value of the burner should always be set to 14% for
the following reasons:
• The efficiency of the system is approx. 0.5% higher than

when the burner is set to 13% (at 160° exhaust temperature)

• The temperature at the end of the flame pipe decreases by

100°C (referred to 13% CO2).

• At this operating point, the starting behaviour of the burner is

ideal with regard to flame stability and ignition characteristics.

After adjusting the CO2 value to 14%, the CO value then has to
be checked. If the CO value is measured at more than
40 mg/kWh, the CO2 value is usually distorted by an air leak at
the boiler respectively flue pipe connection. The measurement
must be repeated after sealing the boiler. In addition, inadequate combustion can be caused by poor spraying characteristics of the nozzle respectively when the oil pressure setting is
too high.
Technical prerequisites for measuring the CO2 value
are a sealed boiler and flue pipe connection. An air
leak distorts the measurement.

4.2

Adjusting the pump pressure

The burner should be adjusted carefully as follows.
Fig. 13:

Lamp panel RE 1H / RE 1HK
yellow LED
⎝oil preheating;
green LED
⎝operation;
⎝fault;
rote LED
fault acknowledgement button

In some pumps, the oil pressure is not shown at the
pressure gauge until the solenoid has opened.
If no oil is supplied when oil is sucked in for the first time, this
must be interrupted after max. 3 minutes to avoid damage to
the pump. The operating condition has been achieved once the
oil filter is filled with oil.
The factory setting of the burner cannot take account of the
conditions prevailing in the boiler and chimney, so that the
oil/air ratio has to be adjusted by changing the oil pressure
(see Fig. 14 and Fig. 15).

• Increase the burner oil pressure until the CO value increases

noticeably (values exceeding 100 ppm). If the CO2 value is
now 14.8% or higher, adjust the pump pressure back down
to a CO2 value of 14%.

• If the CO2 value is well below 14.8%, either there is secon-

dary air from a leaking boiler and/or very high draught, no
core flow in the exhaust pipe or a non-calibrated measuring
unit. In this case, the pressure setting which caused the massive increase in the CO value should be turned back by about
2.5 bar.

Adjust the setting screw
to the right = pressure increase
to the left = pressure decrease
Do not adjust the setting screw before purging the
pump of any air!

The chimney draught should not exceed a value of -0.1 mbar.
The combustion values are to be checked with the boiler at operating temperature, checking the CO2 value first.
This indicates to what extent the oil flow has to be changed at a
prescribed, fixed air flow quantity:
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4.3

Changing the burner output

The rocket burner® is adjusted to the stated burner output (see
following Fig.). This can be changed by approx. ± 8%.

Fig. 16:

4.4
Fig. 14:

Pressure setting BFP 21 L4
c
Setting screw
d
Pressure gauge connection
e
Vacuum gauge connection
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Pressure setting AS 47D
c
Setting screw
d
Pressure gauge connection
e
Vacuum gauge connection

Fan compression

Check the setting by measuring the fan compression (see following Fig.). The measuring nipple (Ø 9 mm) is on the right next
to the oil pipe on the housing cover. Loosen the screw in the
measuring nipple to measure compression.

Fig. 17:

Fig. 15:

Output diagram RE 1H / RE 1HK depending on fan compression

Measuring fitting for fan compression

4. Operation

RE 1H / RE 1HK 15 - 70 kW
4.5

Air adjustment

The air quantity is pre-set according to the basic setting (see
chapter 7.5 or 7.6) for fan compression of 9 mbar. To change
the air quantity, remove the right cover from the intake silencer
(see Fig. 18 and Fig. 19).
Then loosen the clamping screw. You can now adjust the slide,
always checking the fan compression:
• more air: slide downwards, i.e. increase scale setting
• less air: slide upwards, i.e. decrease scale setting

After making the adjustment, tighten the clamping screw by
hand and push the cover back on until it engages in the guide.
When the opening is enlarged, more air is supplied to the combustion process so that the burner output can be increased later
through the oil pressure. Reducing the opening has the opposite effect, so that the oil pressure has to be decreased later on.
Adjust the CO2 values with cover in position on the air
intake silencer.
When reducing the output, ensure that the oil pressure does
not fall below 10 bar, otherwise use a smaller nozzle.

Fig. 19:

4.6

Air intake silencer RE 1H / RE 1HK and slide with scale and
fixing

Air intake nozzle

The air intake nozzle is always preset for every rocket
burner®. This pre-setting has proven effective in practice.
However, if the burner output is fundamentally changed (e.g.
size of mixing system), the air intake nozzle can be adjusted as
follows (see Fig. 20):
1. Remove the burner from the boiler.
2. Unscrew the three screws of the intake silencer and remove
the intake silencer.
3. Loosen the three clamping screws of the air intake nozzle,
adjust the air intake nozzle as per chapter 7.5 and 7.6 and
tighten the clamping screws again.
4. Screw the intake silencer on again.
5. Screw the burner to the boiler.

Fig. 18:

Air intake silencer RE 1H / RE 1HK with cover

Fine adjustment of the air flow is now possible by adjusting the
slide (see chapter 4.5 Air adjustment).
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Fig. 20:

4.7

Air inlet nozzle

Adjusting recirculation

The recirculation R is always pre-set in every rocket burner® according to the table in chapter 7.5. This pre-setting has proven
successful in practice.
If there are any system-related difficulties, such as when the
flame goes out again or when there are carbon deposits on the
mixing system, then the recirculation setting has to be changed
(see Fig. 21).
Changing the recirculation:
• Reduce recirculation:

Loosen fastening screw
Turn burner pipe towards 1
Tighten fastening screw
• Increase recirculation

Loosen fastening screw
Turn burner pipe towards 4
Tighten fastening screw
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Fig. 21:

Recirculation with setting scale and fixing RE 1H / RE 1HK

5. Maintenance
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5

Wartung

5.1

Maintenance

On the basis of statutory regulations, it is advisable for oil firing
systems to be serviced by a qualified engineer every twelve
months. The burner must be cleaned (fan wheel, mixing system, ignition system), and the nozzle replaced if necessary as
per chapter 7.2 or 7.3. Only nozzles stated in chapter 7.2 or 7.3
should be used as replacements.
The oil hoses should be checked every year and replaced after
5 years.
Replace the seals at the mixing system if necessary. Then proceed with a control measurement. To carry out maintenance
work, the housing cover with the function parts can be removed from the burner housing by loosening the attachment
screws, pulling it out and hanging it in one of the service brackets.
Check screwed unions for leaks during annual maintenance. Replace defect or worn seals.

Fig. 22:

Fig. 23:

Service position RE 1H

Fig. 24:

Oil preheating RE 1H with fit surface

Housing cover with 5 quick closure seals
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Fig. 27:

Fig. 25:

Rear view of mixing device RE 1H with anti-twist device
Mixing system size see chapter 7.5 – 7.6

Fig. 26:

Positioning the mixing system and aligning the ignition electrode
A:
for RE 1.19 - 22 H / HK and for 1.32 - 38 H / HK
B:
for RE 1.26 H / HK and for 1.44 - 70 H / HK

Note position when replacing pre-heater.
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Nozzle/air panel spacing

Move mixing system against the stopper on the preheater

Fig. 28:

Fitting a sealing ring in the support pipe

Do not forget the sealing ring!

5. Maintenance
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Fig. 30: Test socket KF 8885 (part no. 95.95215-0085)

Fig. 29:

5.2

Use a spacer for axial positioning of the fan wheel

Flame monitoring

Automatic
unit
LMO 14.155

QRC... sensor current (typical)
Min.
Max. tolerMax.
requirement ance (without
possibility
(with flame)
flame)
(with flame)
70 µA

5.5 µA

100 µA

Check flame monitor (DIN EN 267):
It is easiest to check the flame monitor (QRC) using the test
socket KF 8885 and a commercially available ammeter/multitester. During the pre-airing phase, the signal current must not
exceed 5.5 µA, otherwise check the position of the ignition electrodes. During operation, the measuring signal should be
> 70 µA (for LMO 14). Failure to reach these values can result in
a fault shutdown (see chapter 6 Troubleshooting). To guarantee
flawless function of the QRC, the flame monitor should be
drawn and darkened during operation. The flame must then go
out. The automatic oil firing unit then repeats and goes "out of
order".
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6

RE 1H / RE 1HK 15 - 70 kW

Fehlersuche

6.1

Troubleshooting

Check general operating status. Are the stated values maintained?
Fault

Cause

Remedy

Burner does not start,
yellow LED does not
light up

Power failure.
Control chain closed?

Check main switch and fuses, operating switch, STB,
TR

Burner does not start,
yellow LED lights up

Oil pre-heater thermostat defect.
Heat-up time approx. 5 minutes.

Replace oil pre-heater.

Burner starts,
oil sight glass at oil
filter
remains empty

Plug not removed or wrong connection made during initial Operation.

Check oil hoses in case bung not removed, check
connected up correctly.

Oil pipe was not topped up during initial Operation, it takes a few minutes for oil to be sucked in.

Top up oil pipe before initial Operation.
Do not let oil pump run for longer than 3
min without oil!

Fuel oil in oil tank? Suction pipe valve open?
Wrong flow direction at check valve.
Oil pump not working.
Defect coupling between motor and oil pump.
Leaking suction pipe or vacuum too high
Oil pipe squashed.
Separate valve, e.g. outside tank valve closed.

Check burner motor and capacitor,
replace if necessary.

Check oil tank display and valve in suction pipe.
Check flow direction at check valve.
Check and possibly replace electric connection.
Replace coupling.
See rating the oil pipe (chapter 7.4).
Check oil pipe, replace if necessary.
Open corresponding valve.
Check routing of oil pipe.

Burner starts,
oil sight glass filled,
ignition stays off,
system shuts down
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Ignition transformer or cable not OK.

Replace ignition transformer or cable.

Extremely worn ignition electrodes or damaged insulators.

Replace ignition electrodes.

Incorrect setting of ignition electrodes

Adjust correct setting of ignition electrodes (see Fig.
26 and Fig. 27)

Incidence of secondary light at flame monitor.

Prevent incident of secondary light at flame monitor
(see Fig. 26 Positioning the mixing system).

Automatic firing unit defect.

Replace the automatic firing unit.

6. Troubleshooting

RE 1H / RE 1HK 15 - 70 kW
Fault

Cause

Remedy

Burner starts,
spark visible,
flame does not ignite
or
burner switches off
during ongoing operation

Oil solenoid does not open.

Replace oil solenoid coil, check electrical connection
lead.

No passage through oil pipe, pre-heater and nozzle.

Check that oil pipe, pre-heater and nozzle are not
blocked, replace if necessary,

Oil pump delivers no oil, oil tank empty.

Check oil pump and oil tank, replace if necessary,
top up tank if necessary.

Filter in nozzle clogged.

Replace nozzle.

Suction pipe leaks.

Check suction pipe, tighten screwed unions.

Suction pipe not vented.

Vent suction pipes at pump pressure gauge connection.

Mixing device clogged.

Check and possibly clean mixing device.

Burner setting not OK.

Check and possibly correct burner setting.

Flame monitor clogged or defect.
Check and possibly clean flame monitor. Replace if
Burner works,
necessary. Measure sensor current (approx. 100 µA)
flame monitoring does
not start.
Defect cable connection between flame monitoring Replace cable connection resp. flame monitor.
and automatic firing unit.

Burner starts,
flame goes off again
and/or pulsates

Automatic firing unit defect.

Replace automatic firing unit.

Recirculation temperature too low.

Reduce R-size (by at least 1 mm).

Combustion chamber resistance too high.

Increase compression (possibly use smaller mixing
system)

Oil pipes inadequately vented.
Injection or burning
continues after burner
Leak in oil suction pipe with intake of air.
has shut down

Carbon deposits on
ignition electrode tips

Remedy by venting (see chapter 3.4 )
Check all sealing points in the oil piping.

Solenoid does not close properly.

Solenoid defect.

Temperatures too high

Prevent intake of secondary air through boiler door.
Check draught conditions and CO2 values.
Increase R-size by max. 1 mm.

Nozzle damaged.

Replace nozzle.
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RE 1H / RE 1HK 15 - 70 kW

Technische Dokumetation

7.1

Technical data and electrical connection

Supply voltage:
Power consumption:
Motor output:
Weight:
Fuel oil:

230 V, 50 Hz
approx. 185 / 360 W
90 / 180 W
approx. 12 / 13 kg
as per DIN 51 603, Part 1
Fig. 31:
Electric connection
RE 1H / RE 1HK

7.2

Output types and nozzle table RE 1H
Burner type
part no.

Burner output
kW

Suitable for
boiler output kW

Nozzle make/type
USG

Oil pressure*
bar

RE 1.19 H-0600 (-0622***)

approx. 18

15 -

RE 1.22 H-0601

approx. 21

19 -

19

Steinen 0,40 US gph 80°HF**

approx. 13,0

22

Steinen 0,50 US gph 80°HF**

approx. 11,5

RE 1.26 H-0602

approx. 25

RE 1.32 H-0603

approx. 30

22 -

26

Steinen 0,50 US gph 80°HF**

approx. 16,0

26 -

32

Steinen 0,65 US gph 80°H

approx. 14,0

RE 1.38 H-0604

approx. 36

32 -

38

Steinen 0,75 US gph 80°H

approx. 14,5

RE 1.44 H-0605

approx. 42

38 -

44

Steinen 0,85 US gph 80°H

approx. 14,5

RE 1.50 H-0606

approx. 51

44 -

50

Steinen 1,00 US gph 80°H

approx. 18,0

RE 1.60 H-0607

approx. 57

50 -

60

Steinen 1,10 US gph 80°H

approx. 16,5

RE 1.70 H-0608

approx. 68

60 -

70

Steinen 1,35 US gph 60°H

approx. 14,5

*

The actual oil pressure is ascertained by measuring the combustion values (CO2 and CO value) and can deviate from the above
values depending on nozzle tolerance and system conditions.
** Nozzle with fine filter
*** Burner version for Switzerland

7.3

*

Output types and nozzle table RE 1HK
Burner type
part no.

Burner output
kW

Suitable for
boiler output kW

Nozzle make/type
USG

Oil pressure*
bar

RE 1.19 HK-0540

approx. 18

15 -

RE 1.22 HK-0541

approx. 21

19 -

19

Steinen 0,40 US gph 80°H**

approx. 13,0

22

Steinen 0,50 US gph 80°H**

approx. 11,5

RE 1.26 HK-0542

approx. 25

RE 1.32 HK-0543

approx. 30

22 -

26

Steinen 0,50 US gph 80°H**

approx. 16,0

26 -

32

Steinen 0,65 US gph 80°H

approx. 14,0

RE 1.38 HK-0544

approx. 36

32 -

38

Steinen 0,75 US gph 80°H

approx. 14,5

RE 1.44 HK-0545

approx. 42

38 -

44

Steinen 0,85 US gph 80°H

approx. 14,5

RE 1.50 HK-0546

approx. 51

44 -

50

Steinen 1,00 US gph 80°H

approx. 18,0

RE 1.60 HK-0547

approx. 57

50 -

60

Steinen 1,10 US gph 80°H

approx. 16,5

RE 1.70 HK-0548

approx. 68

60 -

70

Steinen 1,35 US gph 60°H

approx. 14,5

The actual oil pressure is ascertained by measuring the combustion values (CO2 and CO value) and can deviate from the above
values depending on nozzle tolerance and system conditions.
** Nozzle with fine filter
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7.4

Rating the oil pipe
Two-line systems

H (m)
L (m)

3

2

1

0

-1

-2

-3

Di = ∅ 6

29

25

21

17

13

9

5

Di = ∅ 8

91

79

66

53

41

28

15

0

-1

-2

H = Difference in height between suction point (foot valve)
and burner pump
L=

Suction length (2-pipe installation) for pipe diameters
= Ø 6 and Ø 8 - reference values (incl. bends, filters,
etc.)

One-line systems
H (m)
L (m)

3

2

1

Di = ∅ 6

100

97

81

66

50

34

Di = ∅ 8

100

100

100

100

100

100

Note: it is advisable to use a self-venting filter (e.g. Tiger Loop) with one-line systems.

7.5

*

Fan compression
[mbar]

Mixing
system

Oil
pressure
[bar]

approx. 0

9

19/56

13.0

1.5

∅ 133 x 42 ∅ 80 x 200

approx. 1.0

10

22/56

11.5

2.0

∅ 133 x 42 ∅ 80 x 200

approx. 1.0

9

26/62

16.0

2.5

∅ 133 x 42 ∅ 80 x 200

approx. 2.0

9

32/69

14.0

2.0

∅ 133 x 42 ∅ 93 x 220*

approx. 36

approx. 3.5

9

38/76

14.5

2.5

∅ 133 x 42 ∅ 93 x 220*

-0605

approx. 42

approx. 2.0

9

44/83

14.5

3.0

∅ 133 x 62* ∅ 93 x 220*

-0606

approx. 51

approx. 3.0

10

50/90

18.0

3.5

∅ 133 x 62* ∅ 93 x 220*

RE 1.60 H

-0607

approx. 57

approx. 3.5

10

60/94

16.5

3.5

∅ 133 x 62* ∅ 93 x 260*

RE 1.70 H

-0608

approx. 68

approx. 4.5

10

70/00

14.5

4.0

∅ 133 x 62* ∅ 93 x 260*

Burner output Air intake
[kW]
nozzle setting

Burner type

Burner part no.

RE 1.19 H

-0600 (-0622***)

approx. 18

RE 1.22 H

-0601

approx. 21

RE 1.26 H

-0602

approx. 25

RE 1.32 H

-0603

approx. 30

RE 1.38 H

-0604

RE 1.44 H
RE 1.50 H

Note housing and burner pipe size

7.6

*

Table of basic settings and dimensions RE 1H

** R-size adjustment see chapter 4.7

Size R
Burner pipe
Fan wheel
[mm]
[mm]

*** Burner version for Switzerland

Table of basic settings and dimensions RE 1HK
Fan compression
[mbar]

Mixing
system

Oil pressure
[bar]

approx. 0

9

19/56

13.0

1,5

∅ 133 x 42 ∅ 84 x 200

approx. 1.0

10

22/56

11.5

2,0

∅ 133 x 42 ∅ 84 x 200

approx. 1.0

9

26/62

16.0

2,5

∅ 133 x 42 ∅ 84 x 200

approx. 30

approx. 2.0

9

32/69

14.0

2,0

∅ 133 x 42 ∅ 97 x 220*

approx. 36

approx. 3.5

9

38/76

14.5

2,5

∅ 133 x 42 ∅ 97 x 220*

-0545

approx. 42

approx. 2.0

9

44/83

14.5

3,0

∅ 133 x 62* ∅ 97 x 220*

-0546

approx. 51

approx. 3.0

10

50/90

18.0

3,5

∅ 133 x 62* ∅ 97 x 220*

RE 1.60 HK

-0547

approx. 57

approx. 3.5

10

60/94

16.5

3,5

∅ 133 x 62* ∅ 97 x 260*

RE 1.70 HK

-0548

approx. 68

approx. 4.5

10

70/00

14.5

4,0

∅ 133 x 62* ∅ 93 x 260*

Burner output Air intake
[kW]
nozzle setting

Burner type

Burner part no.

RE 1.19 HK

-0540

approx. 18

RE 1.22 HK

-0541

approx. 21

RE 1.26 HK

-0542

approx. 25

RE 1.32 HK

-0543

RE 1.38 HK

-0544

RE 1.44 HK
RE 1.50 HK

Note housing and burner pipe size

** R-size adjustment see chapter 4.7

Size R
Burner pipe
Fan wheel
[mm]
[mm]

*** Burner version for Switzerland
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Wiring diagram (LMO 14.155)

Pos.

On-switch
Safety thermostat
Switching thermostat
Fault ack. button in lamp panel
Enabling thermostat contained in pre-heater
Varistor

b1
b3
b4
b5
b8
e1

Flame detector QRC 1

f1

Designation
Motor with capacitor
Ignition transformer
Solenoid
Automatic oil firing unit
Oil-Preheater
Lamp panel

Pos.
m1
m2
s1
u1
u2
u3

Comply with the
regulations issued
by VDE and the local utility company
Connect the ground
clips in the burner
with the ground cable

Connection as per DIN 4791
Wieland connector

Fault
Operating
hours
Customer’s
connections

LMO 14 [LOA 44 for WLE (hot air generator)]

Fault
Operating
hours

Fig. 32:
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Thermostats separate

Designation

Thermostats in supply line

7.7
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7.8

Output range

7.9

Automatic oil firing unit LMO 14.155

The following diagram shows the output range for the various
sizes as a function of the oil flow rate in kg/h.

R A´
W
SB

This takes account of the combustion chamber resistance of
commercially available boilers.

A

B

C

D
1

tw
8

OH

3

OW
t1´

Mapping for rocket burner® RE 1H / RE 1HK

3

M
t1
BV1

4
t3n

t3
Z

6
TSA

FS

11

7139d01/0701

12

Automatic firing unit output signals
Necessary input signals
A’

Start-up begins for burners with oil pre-heater

A

Start-up begins for burners without oil pre-heater

B

Point in time for flame formation

C

Operating setting

D

Normal shut-down

LMO
14.155

Tw
(min)
approx. 3-5

t1
(s)
16

t3
(s)
15

Oil prePrePreheater heat- flushing ignition
ing up time
time
time

t2 max. /
TSA (s)
5
Safety
time

t3n
(s)
5
Long
post ignition
time
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EK

7139z01/0501

• Operation
The release button of the automatic firing unit "EK..." is the central control for unlocking and enabling/disabling diagnosis.

The multi-coloured LED signal lamp in the automatic firing unit release button is the central display element for visual diagnosis and interface diagnosis.

Both elements "EK.." and "LED" are accommodated under the transparent cap of the release button.
There are two possibilities for diagnosis:
1. Visual diagnosis:
operating display or troubleshooting diagnosis
2. Interface diagnosis: with interface adapter OCI400 and PC software ACS400 or exhaust analysis units from some manufacturers.
The following section deals with visual diagnosis. In normal operation, the various statuses are shown in the form of colour codes according to the colour code table. Interface diagnosis can be enabled by holding the release button > 3 s. If interface diagnosis has
been enabled by mistake, shown by the pale red flickering light of the LED signal lamp, it can be switched off again by holding the release button > 3 s again. The correct changeover moment is indicated by a yellow light pulse.

• Operation display
The displays in the following table appear during initial Operation:
Colour code table for multi-coloured LED signal lamp
Status

Colour code

Colour

Waiting time "tw", standby for continuous phase, leak check, waiting
statuses

..........................................

off

Oil pre-heater is heating, waiting time "tw"

z..........................................

yellow

Ignition phase, ignition triggered

zzzzzz

flashing yellow

Operation, flame OK

ο..........................................

green

Operation, poor flame

οοοοοο

flashing green

οSοSοSοSοS

green and red

Undervoltage

zSzSzSzSzS

yellow and red

Fault, alarm

S..........................................

red

Extraneous light on when burner starts

Fault code display, see fault code table

S S S S S

Interface diagnosis

S S S S S S S S S flickering red light

Legend:
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• Troubleshooting diagnosis

Following a fault shut-down, the red fault signal lamp LED is on. In this case, press the release button > 3 sec. to enable visual troubleshooting according to the fault code table. Press the release button > 3 sec. again to enable interface diagnosis.

• Fault code table LMO 14.155
Flashing code

"AL" at
terminal 10

Possible cause
no flame formed at the end of the "TSA"

2 x flashing

••

on

3 x flashing

•••

on

free

4 x flashing

••••

on

extraneous light on when burner starts up

5 x flashing

•••••

on

free

6 x flashing

••••••

on

free

-

defect or clogged fuel valves
defect or clogged flame sensor
poor burner setting, no fuel
defect ignition device

7 x flashing

•••••••

on

too frequent flame failure during operation
(limited repeats)
- defect or clogged fuel valves
- defect or clogged flame sensor
- poor burner setting

8 x flashing

••••••••

on

time monitoring oil pre-heater

9 x flashing

•••••••••

on

free

off

incorrect wiring or internal fault, output contacts

10 x flashing ••••••••••

Control outputs have no power during troubleshooting diagnosis

- burner stays off
- exception: fault signal "AL" to terminal 10

Burner only switched on again after release

- LMO release...
Immediate release possible after every fault shutdown. To do so, hold release button for min. 0.5
but max. 5 sec.

Reverse polarity protection
The automatic firing unit triggers a fault shutdown end "TSA" if the phase and neutral connections have been confused.
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Fig. 33:
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Explosion drawing
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7.11

Key for explosion drawing

Pos. Designation (part designation)
1
2
2
3
3
4
4
4
4
4
4
5
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
7
7
8
8
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
10
10
11
12
12
13
14
15
16
17

Housing complete
Housing cover complete
Housing cover complete
Support pipe; 80 mm
Support pipe; 93 mm
Burner pipe O; 80 x 200 mm
Burner pipe; 91.5 x 220 mm
Burner pipe; 91.5 x 260 mm
Burner pipe ceramic RE1.19-26HK
Burner pipe ceramic RE1.32-50HK
Burner pipe ceramic RE1.60-70HK
Countersunk screw; M6x8; heat-resistant
Mixing system complete RE 1.19 H
Mixing system complete RE 1.22 H
Mixing system complete RE 1.26 H
Mixing system complete RE 1.32 H
Mixing system complete RE 1.38 H
Mixing system complete RE 1.44 H
Mixing system complete RE 1.50 H
Mixing system complete RE 1.60 H
Mixing system complete
Gasket
Gasket
Pressure spring 1.9x13.5x65 mm
Pressure spring RE 1; 5 2x13x82 mm- 7
Nozzle 0.40/80 deg HT
Nozzle 0.50/80 deg HT
Nozzle 0.65/80 deg H
Nozzle 0.75/80 deg H
Nozzle 0.85/80 deg H
Nozzle 1.00/80 deg H
Nozzle 1.10/80 deg H
Nozzle 1.35/60 deg H (Steinen)
Oil pre-heater RE 1.19 H
Oil pre-heater
Clamping plate for ignition electrodes
Ignition electrode RE 1.0-4 LN/RZ 2.6-7
Ignition electrode RE 1.26/32/50-70H
Ignition cable with plug
Light sensor QRC1A1 with plug
Ring for pre-heater
Ignition transformer 10/20 CM with cable
Sealing ring

Part number

Pos. Designation (part designation)

95.21110-0071
95.21112-0043
95.21112-0044
95.22240-0183
95.22240-0187
95.22240-0200
95.22240-0203
95.22240-0205
95.22240-0190
95.22240-0193
95.22240-0197
95.99194-0118
95.22300-1956
95.22300-2256
95.22300-2662
95.22300-3269
95.22300-3876
95.22300-4483
95.22300-5090
95.22300-6094
95.22300-7000
95.22287-0024
95.22287-0041
95.23171-0011
95.23171-0005
95.23117-4710
95.23117-4711
95.23117-4503
95.23117-4505
95.23117-4507
95.23117-4509
95.23117-4510
95.23117-4313
95.23135-0065
95.23135-0066
95.23760-0019
95.24236-0037
95.24236-0042
95.24200-0067
95.95214-0052
95.23199-0026
95.95272-0018
95.23199-0011

19
19
20
21
21
22
23
24
24
24
26
27
28
29
30
32
33
34
34
35
36
37
37
38
39
40
40
40
40
41
41
42
43
44
49
49
50
51
52
53
54
54
54

18 Automatic oil firing unit LOA 26

95.95249-0030

59

18 Automatic oil firing unit LMO 14.155

95.95249-0050

59

18 Cable holder AGK 66 for LOA/LGB/LMO

95.95215-0017

59

18 Console AGK 11

95.95215-0019

59
60

Air baffle 40 mm, RE 1.19-1.38H
Air baffle 60 mm, RE 1.44-1.70H
O-ring; 8,3 x 3
Air intake nozzle
Air intake nozzle compl.
Press in bracket Rapier
Spacer pipe
Spigot plug Rapier 6x23 mm
Spigot plug Rapier 6x43 mm
Spigot plug set, 6x23 mm; black
Cover for silencer, RE 1.38-70H
Silencer, complete
Cable grommet
Sleeve with cable, 7-pin
Male plug (boiler)
Screw-on union
Union Rp 1/8
Small oil pipe, RE 1H
Large oil pipe, RE 1H
Oil pump BFP 21 L4
Double nipple; Rp 1/4 x M12
Silver hose red
Silver hose blue
Sealing ring 13 x 18; Cu
Coupling piece 2-faced
E-motor with capacitor; 90 W
Capacitor 4 müF, FHP 90W, from 03/2004
E-motor with capacitor; 180 W
Capacitor 5 müF, FHP 180W
Fan wheel; 133 x 42,4 mm
Fan wheel; 133 x 62,4 mm
Cap screw with collar; M6x15
Burner hood compl.
Spacer for fan wheel
Burner head gasket
Burner head gasket D = 120 mm
Boiler flange
Burner pipe flange RE 1H/GE 1H
Boiler flange compl. RE 1 H
RC combination RE 1 H
Lamp panel
Mod kit lamp panel PCB
Mod kit lamp panel
Solenoid; Suntec for pump AS 47/AT2-3;
1. ea
Solenoid;
Danfoss for pump BFP21/BFP52LN, 1 ea.
Solenoid coil; Suntec for pump AS 47
Solenoid coil;
Danfoss for pump BFP21/52LN, 1 ea
Filter cartridge with O-ring, BFP 21; Danfoss

Part number
95.21160-0001
95.21160-0004
95.99287-0082
95.21117-0004
95.21117-0005
95.21189-0015
95.23199-0026
95.21189-0019
95.21189-0018
95.90100-0008
95.21160-0052
95.21116-0008
95.95120-0012
95.24200-0058
95.95216-0002
95.23185-0015
95.99385-0085
95.23144-0057
95.23144-0058
95.91100-0045
95.99385-0072
95.91149-0032
95.91149-0033
95.99187-0001
95.26233-0027
95.95262-0025
95.95276-0014
95.95262-0026
95.95276-0015
95.26229-0014
95.26229-0016
95.99194-0021
95.21111-0046
95.26299-0001
95.22287-0040
95.22287-0045
95.22232-0031
95.22232-0032
95.22232-0033
95.24300-0001
95.24300-0002
95.90100-0060
95.90100-0054
95.95277-0029
95.95277-0012
95.95277-0004
95.95277-0013
95.91340-0011
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RE 1H / RE 1HK 15 - 70 kW

Dimensions RE 1.19 - 1.70 H / HK

Fig. 34:
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RE 1.19 H /
HK

RE 1.22 H /
HK

RE 1.26 H /
HK

RE 1.32 H /
HK

RE 1.38 H /
HK

RE 1.44 H /
HK

RE 1.50 H /
HK

RE 1.60 H /
HK

RE 1.70 H /
HK

D

80

80

80

93

93

93

93

93

93

L1

250

250

250

270

270

270

270

310

310

L2

337

337

337

337

337

357

357

357

357
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8. Guarantee

Gewährleistung

8.1

Guarantee

The rocket burner® by MHG functions perfectly when installed
and operated correctly and when using fuel oil EL as per
DIN 51 603, Part 1.
The guarantee is valid for 24 months after initial Operation but
maximum 27 months after the date of dispatch and is restricted
to the replacement of defect parts.
For details please consult the burner card.
Improper use of fuel oil additives can make the guarantee null
and void.

8.2

Oil tank and oil pipes

When filling the tank, switch the burner off and leave off subsequently for 3 hours so that suspended particles can settle.
Deflagration can be caused by the formation of air bubbles as a
result of leaky oil pipes and an empty tank.
Do not tolerate any oil leaks!
Fire risk!
Soot-free total combustion is possible without using combustion improvers. There are no objections to using ash-free fuel
oil additives such as fuel improvers.

8.3

Spare parts

Only use original spare parts from MHG when replacing
parts. Some components, e.g. flame monitor, oil pump, preheater, are specially designed and manufactured for MHG
burners.
Please always state the burner number when ordering spare
parts.

All dimensions in mm.
Subject to technical modifications and changes in components.
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Manufacturer's certificate
as per § 7 (2) 1. BImSchV (first ordinance for implementation
of Germany's Emission Protection Law)

Hamburg, 17.10.2005

MHG Heiztechnik GmbH herewith certifies for the following oil burners:
Product
Trade name
Type / design no.
Test standard
Testing authority
Quality management system
Certified by

Oil burner
Rocket burner®
RE 1.19 – 1.70 H / HK
/
5G867/03
DIN EN 267
TÜV Hannover / Sachsen-Anhalt e.V.
DIN EN ISO 9001
Germanischer Lloyd (GLC)

that these products fulfil the requirements of the stated directives and standards and correspond to the design tested by
the above stated testing authority. However, this declaration does not constitute a warranty of any qualities.
In addition, this burner remains below the tolerable value of
max. 120 mg/kWh for nitrogen oxide
stipulated in the ordinance text of §7(2) 1. BImSchV (first ordinance for implementation of the German Emission Protection
Law)
The listed burners fulfil the requirements for NOx class 3 in accordance with DIN EN 297.
The oil burners stated above are intended only for installation in boilers which have also been certified to the corresponding
directives and standards.
The contractor assembling the system shall guarantee that all regulations relating to the interaction of oil burner and boiler
have been observed.

EC design declaration of conformity

Hamburg, 17.10.2005

MHG Heiztechnik GmbH herewith certifies that the oil burners stated below:
Product
Oil burner
Trade name
Rocket burner®
Type
RE 1H / RE 1HK
have been tested and manufactured in compliance with the following standards and directives:
Low voltage directive 73/23 EEC - 01.1973
EMC directive 89/337 EEC - 05.1989
Machinery directive 87/392 EEC - 05.1989
with reference to the oil burner standard DIN EN 267
MHG Heiztechnik GmbH

Zertifiziert nach
ISO 9001
Germanischer Lloyd
Certification

Niedermayer
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Your notes
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